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Page Table 1 , and how do you utilize them? As a fighter pilot in a small air force this topic is close to my heart. It has come more into focus with recent events in my part of the world. New Zealand has for many years possessed a small, professional air combat force. In line with our national strategy of security through partnership it is geared towards credible coalition efforts. In 1999, the newly elected government publicly raised the issue of discarding the air combat force and freeing up money in our cash-strapped military. The government does not believe an external threat exists and instead sees the role of the defense forces in providing soldiers and support for United Nations (UN) peacekeeping operations. It struggles to see how an air combat force can contribute to these UN contingencies and Military Operations other than War (MOOTW) and instead favors a well-equipped light army. In short it does not believe air combat forces can contribute towards the emerging national strategy.
I doubt New Zealand is alone in asking these questions. For years air forces have been structured to provide a unilateral response but largely they are operating out of their v depth. They cannot hope to mount a credible response with their present equipment and inherent limitations of size. They should be redefining their roles and functions and then structuring their air force to meet the national objectives.
As an experienced pilot in the Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF) with experience operating throughout NATO with the Royal Air Force (RAF), and in Australia and Southeast Asia with the RNZAF, I have witnessed firsthand air forces of both small and medium powers. The majority cannot do what they think they can-i.e. mount a credible unilateral air response. Equipment does not meet the task; inadequate logistics, multiple aircraft types, aging equipment, poor C4I, and sheer limitations of size, all serve to limit what they can actually achieve.
There has been little, if anything, written directly about this subject. I have primarily relied on exhaustive study of current articles and research of various airpower theories.
The majority of the writings are either on the US perspective, which is hardly relevant, or on the problems that smaller air forces are facing with maintaining an operational tempo with reducing budgets. I reviewed materials concerning the current situation, future technology impact, doctrine, and current aircraft programs. The goal is to provide an argument for moving small nations towards logical air force structures with narrower roles and functions based on their budgets and national requirements. I am naturally biased to the Australian and New Zealand perspective-both small air forces.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my faculty research advisor, Lieutenant Colonel David Wallace who volunteered guide me through this process. He has been instrumental in keeping me on track, providing numerous pieces of information, proving a useful sounding board for ideas and a source for the big air force perspective.
vi Finally I want to make it clear that this thesis only concerns itself with the -shooter," the jet combat aircraft (fighter/strike, fighter/bomber, strike aircraft, call it what you will).
This includes fighters, fighter-bombers, dedicated electronic warfare (EW) and reconnaissance platforms (EA-6B, etc) . I do not intend at any point to discredit the importance of the strategic heavy bomber (B-1, B-2 B-52, etc), airlift, maritime or air refueling (AAR) as they lie outside of the scope of this paper.
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Abstract
Small nations should not be asking themselves whether they need air combat forces or not-they do. Combat aircraft are a nation's most visible, flexible, and lethal force option that can be employed, or threatened to be employed, in a range of missions.
However small Western democratic national air forces suffer from lack of platforms, budgetary pressures, economics, credibility, and a visible threat. They are unable to mount a credible unilateral response, and with limited budgets they cannot pursue air force structures of multiple aircraft types and attempts to remain balanced, i.e. capable of performing a range of functions associated with the effective employment of combat air power.
Broadly speaking small nations have two choices: firstly structure for combined operations (be it alliance/coalition), or secondly equip for unilateral action if the perceived threat and/or unlikely hood of outside assistance dictates.
For combined operations it makes sense to consolidate the combat aircraft into a single fighter-bomber type, with the intention of operating in a probable American led coalitionoe(the United States [US] would secure, protect, and run the area of operations [AO] ). This aircraft does not need to be highly sophisticated but it must be equipped to be able to function in a coalition-capable of precision engagement, self protection, and communicating with its coalition partners.
viii Countries choosing a unilateral option are faced with a number of difficulties. There is a limited choice in the ways of -means" as well as the not insignificant question of -ways" to effectively employ a small number of aircraft to provide a credible response.
Again, economically, consolidation of effort into a single independently survivable fighter-type aircraft is desirable. The cost of pursuing an aircraft of this type would naturally lead to a small sophisticated force. Credibility would then be dependent on a defensive counterair or coercive strategy through strategic bombing-the latter still largely contentious and likely to be exceedingly difficult (in terms of effect) with limited platforms. History has shown that fighter aircraft can perform strategic attack and coercion of an opponent may be possible if only seeking limited objectives.
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Chapter 1

The Need
Diplomacy is utterly useless where there is no force behind it.
Theodore Roosevelt
Combat aircraft are a nation's most visible, flexible, and lethal force option that can be employed, or threatened to be employed, in missions ranging from destruction to coercion to -air presence." The armed forces provide one instrument of power (IOP) for influencing the decision-makers of other nations. The military can be used in combination with other IOPs in campaigns of persuasion or coercion, but to be effective it must be credible.
1 The vast majority of nations in the developed world possess an air combat force as part of its armed forces. Air combat forces are a powerful, visible means of quickly bringing force to bear. Influence in military terms involves destruction-and this is what air combat forces do. Their capability is unrivalled by any other conventional force elements in both pure effect and the international awareness and speed of that effect. 2 Air forces provide an affect out of proportion to their size and greatly contribute to a country's influence over foreign decision-makers by providing an operational and strategic utility and flexibility. Air power may be employed with relative autonomy and it can be decisive in shaping the battlefield for the use of ground forces.
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Operational and Strategic Utility
The operational utility is simply how the air combat force is employed in the event of hostilities. It includes the capacity to shape the battlefield through counterair and counterland operations. Air support is a vital component-some would argue the vital component-which allows surface force freedom of activity. Without control of the air-if the other side has it-a nation faces high attrition and high probability of failure.
Further it is essential to the effective employment of ones own surface forces and can immobilize the enemy's. 4 The strategic utility lies in the deterrent value of air combat forces. Traditionally the notion of deterrence is more applicable when dealing with the threat of massive retaliation; therefore the deterrent value of a small fleet of conventional sophisticated aircraft is arguably negligible. However, a potential aggressor must weigh the cost of any offensive action versus its potential gain. An effective air combat force may deter an aggressor through fear of the costs and consequences of his action. This cost may be incurred through bombing or by threat to his attacking forces by air power.
Finally there is the symbolic value of possessing a credible air combat force. It is a nation's demonstrable commitment not only to national but also to regional security. In a region that shares common security interest or defense relationships, the ability to offer credible air power in support of collective security is a highly symbolic act of a nation's seriousness in regional defense and speaks to its view of sovereignty. The US and the Rest Arguably small air forces are everyone else except the USA, Russia, and China if based on sheer number of platforms. Of these three, only the US truly possesses a balanced, multi-functional capability. The Russian air force lacks the modern Command
Control Communication Computers and Intelligence (C4I) and its credibility must now be seriously questioned due to a lack of funding. The Chinese air force is still very much in development and although possessing increasingly capable fighters (SU-27 Flanker) it is a long way from being -modern" and multi-functional in the accepted Western sense.
Countries such as India, Israel, and the larger European nations (the medium powers) are on the next tier with respect number of platforms and credibility. However, their ability to independently mount a sustained air campaign against a medium/large foe is limited.
Sustained is the key word. Realistically, only the US has the capability to mount sustained air campaigns. Even if the US were to stand still, it would still take a country like China more than 20 years to build an air force of sufficient quality to compete with the US on the world stage. Some European air forces, including the RAF and Luftwaffe, acknowledge they cannot go it alone. Air Chief Marshall Allison has said, -in other than exceptional circumstances (….Falklands) the UK is unlikely to go it alone. Coalition or combined operations are therefore the preferred option for sound operational and practical reasons, and I think it is fair to assume that this applies to many, if not all,
The European community is working toward the ideal of a combined and balanced coalition air force, however they still will not be able to attain the level of dominance the US has. The huge advantage enjoyed by the US will only increase in the foreseeable future if for no other reason than its defense budget exceeds the next seven countries combined. 8 This paper is aimed at the -small powers" although I believe the -middle powers" largely face the same problems. Further, I will talk of modern airforces-those not handicapped by issues skill or sophistication. China (2) India (3) Germany ( 
The Threat
Small nations are proportionally easier to hurt than larger ones. Direct physical attacks will have a major effect but the indirect effects of aggression, particularly on the economy, are often overlooked. The end of the Cold War has seen a breakdown of regional stability that bipolarity provided. There is now a growing importance on regional security environments as Europe has diminished in importance. A number of -rouge" states have emerged and there is now significant political instability due to the growth or release of various ideologies, religions, nationalism, irredentism, etc.
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Interstate warfare is becoming increasing unlikely and the prospect of a democratic developed small nation going to war against another is remote. However there remains a significant threat of conflict and destabilization from -rouge" states or the chance of an intrastate conflict spilling over national boundaries dragging other countries into the conflict.
The increased lethality of today's conventional weapons coupled with the growth in the size and quality of a belligerent government's armed forces is a major factor in the likely escalation and lethality of any future conflict. 11 There are an increasing number of actors who have or are pursuing programs of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) and ballistic missile technology. The ability of a rouge nation to threaten anyone within range of its missiles is real and destabilizing to any region. The vast majority of small nations have pursued the ideal of a stand-alone policy that allows for a unilateral response. Many desire to be truly multi-functional while others realize this is not possible. Most though believe they can mount a credible response, albeit limited in space and time. However the inherent limitations imposed on small air forces makes mounting any unilateral response difficult. A combination of non-stealthy aircraft, lack of SEAD, inability to gain and maintain air superiority, inadequate C4I, and by definition, a limited number of platforms and aircrew impose severe limitations on the employment of air power. Their existing structure and Orders of Battle (ORBATs) may give them ability to mount one-off strikes but the ability to sustain an air campaign would take the help of other nations.
Failure of the Status Quo
Outside of the US, the majority of air forces (especially small ones) cannot mount a credible unilateral action. Small nations, unless backed by superpowers, have been unable to decisively employ airpower due to the demands of a sustained conflict. 2 In the Iran-Iraq war neither side was able to sustain a credible air offensive in the face of mounting costs and attrition. 3 In this case both sides chose to lower the level of technology and sophistication of their air systems in order to maintain the offensive leading directly to decreased effectiveness. 4 Bearing in mind that these are both medium powers, this indeed may be the way that smaller air forces will have to be employed in the future if they attempt to mount a unilateral action.
The majority of air forces are limited by aircraft that are not survivable in a well defended environment unless that air force can provide EW, SEAD and air superiorityat least localized in time and space. For the present, air superiority and effective C4I is now the sole preserve of the US and the gap between the US and the -rest" is steadily growing. With the rising costs of the latest round of aircraft, the gap will only widen as the costs of keeping up fall outside the means of even the medium powers. 5 Even countries such as France and the UK are pursuing collaborative development projects and reduced capability airframes as a way of increasing available numbers.
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Combined or Unilateral
Small nations are very limited as to what they can do against a larger foe, increasing the importance of regional defense security and agreements. Since WWII the majority of wars and conflicts involving the West were in coalition, and the US has dominated those.
The resort to unilateral action in defense of national interests has typically been the preserve of the US. 7 Interstate warfare is becoming increasing unlikely but the world has its fair share of threatening -rouge" nations and intrastate conflict is on the rise. The prospect of intrastate conflict spilling over national boundaries and infringing on neighbor's interests is likely to provoke a response. In the age of regional security partnerships and existing treaties escalation to the point of intervention from another player is more than likely to follow. In the case of an existing alliance such as NATO then intervention should come without question.
The US has proven to be a reliable ally but can be more hesitant if its national interests are not directly threatened. Although the intervention of the US is not guaranteed, the conflicts since WWII that have involved democratic nations have seen the US become involved. If the situation is really this simple, i.e. the US will either intervene as an ally, or as a coalition partner, then nations have two choices. First, structure for integration into a (likely) US dominated coalition, or possess the means to provide a unilateral, credible, sustainable, air response if it believes US intervention is unlikely.
Intervention?
Can intervention be guaranteed from a large power, particularly the US? While it cannot be assumed the US will to intervene, since WWII the US has chosen to play the role of the balancing power. 8 US policy has been to preserve the peace as in NATO, or restore regional stability that is deemed of strategic vital importance (DESERT STORM then the other contributing nations will have to fill the gaps. Bearing in mind the sole ability of the US to mount sustained airpower operations then its intervention is necessary to secure/protect the AO (SEAD, C4I, etc) to allow the remaining coalition to provide the firepower. Indeed with the preponderance of US forces now in the continental US (CONUS), and further reduction of overseas forces likely, it is in the interest of the US to encourage its allies to take an increased responsibility for their own defense and address their force structures appropriately.
In these days of globalization and global markets, blurring of tradition borders through revolutions in information, and global media presence, it is unlikely that any conflict involving a small-developed democratic country would be allowed to go unnoticed by the world community. Some countries are geared towards defense against a -traditional" hostile neighbor, but given the premise we are talking of developed countries it is highly unlikely that any war would be allowed to occur without intervention from the United Nations (UN) or larger power. Of course, the region is an important factor in a decision for any intervention-e.g. a conflict in Europe would be quickly contained by the European Union (EU) and the US-e.g. how long would traditional foes Greece and Turkey be allowed to resort to violence before intervention?
The Dilemma
The small size of some nations, with respect to their economy, forces them to think about what they can and cannot do. In the past air forces have chosen certain aircraft for different reasons. Some of these are not necessarily logical to outside observers and the virtual plethora of aircraft types operated by seemingly -like-minded" or aligned nations
shows either that there is-or was-no one right answer to the aircraft required for credible air power. But these air forces do have one thing in common-the majority are facing decisions concerning aircraft replacement due to the advancing age of their airframes.
The cost of operating numerous aircraft types is expensive, logistically difficult, and defies economy of scale. Further, some air forces operate aircraft types of such similar capability that it is hard to fathom why-certainly part of the reason has been their desire to not rely entirely on one nation to provide aircraft. 10 Having a single source of aircraft could cause the country to become politically subordinate to the supplier nation, or less likely, the supplying nation could potentially turn hostile. 11 However with the increasing reliance by the US and Europe (the major suppliers) on industry to self fund military research and development then it would seem logical that industry pressure for foreign military sales will increasingly overcome the desire of governments to withhold hardware. If in doubt (and you can afford it) you can develop your own aviation industry like some medium powers have done, but this is hardly realistic for the vast majority of countries. 
A Single Fighter?
The Right Aircraft Coalition Aircraft
The possession of a fighter force geared towards initial survival (if required)
followed by coalition would make infinitely more sense than trying to equip and train for sustained independent action. If an air force accepts that it will not operate alone, then it should equip for combined operations. A country may choose to specialize at a certain function, however rather than attempt to specialize in an area that the US is already the master of, i.e. SEAD or counterair, it would probably be better placed to offer an AI platform. Ideally the US would secure, control, suppress the AOR, and provide the C4I, while the other coalition/allied partners provide the firepower. The more useful bombing platforms the coalition/allied partners can provide, then the less the burden on the US.
The US is already suffering from the effects of over-extension with its debilitating operational tempo. A concerted effort by the US to provide suitable equipment and training to its allies and friends will aid with interoperability as well. There no argument or perception of greater or lesser contributors, or meaningful of useless contributions.
If you accept the desirability to maintain a single combat aircraft then it must be chosen based on that nation's threat, regional defense arrangements, tasks, missions and budget. If operating in coalition, then the selection of any new fourth generation fighter, advanced versions of third generation fighter (e.g. F-16 Block 60/F-18E), or existing third generation aircraft with adequate avionics for coalition integration would be the acceptable. If budgeting is a major factor, and it always is, then thought should be given to suitable upgrade options of existing types. This must be weighed-up against the cost of maintenance of aging airframes. Performance is less important than modern avionics, ease of deployability, and lifetime operating costs. This aircraft does not need to be equipped to combat a sophisticated air threat, only self-defense, as, ideally, it will operate under air superiority or at least against a heavily attrited air threat. A minimum capability includes secure communications, defensive aids, EW, and precision targeting (day and night), precision weapons, data link, and sufficient performance for both survivability and interoperability. The point is, this is a minimum and too often in the competition for budget dollars small air forces are operating aircraft that don't even meet this standard. I would suggest that their utility in a hostile environment, let alone coalition, is limited at best and suicidal at worst.
Unilateral Aircraft
For a unilateral response the choice is limited. For purely DCA, the F-22 is the ultimate prize, although it is still far from reaching operational status. Further it is very expensive and technologically sensitive therefore budgetary constraints and export controls are likely to force a more conservative approach. The Typhoon is likely to be the best of the rest, but an existing type would prove adequate given an investment in an IADS and sophisticated long-range air-to-air missiles (AAMs). If facing a threat operating the latest Russian designs overriding importance should be placed on combat persistence and adequate missiles.
To pursue an option of a unilateral strategic bombing response is infinitely more difficult. Realistically there is no suitable, independently survivable interdiction fighter aircraft available. The exceptions are the F-117 and the F-22-the former now out of production and both suffering from cost and limited weapons carriage. As shown with the loss of the F-117 in ALLIED FORCE, this aircraft is starting to lose some of its advantage through improvements in defenses. Early first generation stealth can no longer rely on penetrating enemy defenses unchallenged. To a lesser extent than conventional aircraft, they must now also have SEAD support. 13 The cost of providing SEAD needs to balanced against the cost of stealth. 
Credible Response
A second-best Air Force is like having a second-best poker handadequate for bluffing, but no good at the call.
Wing Commander Andrew Brookes 1
Credibility
Any nation's military response would be viewed by another country under three criteria: capability, credibility, and intent. 2 Capability is the air combat force's ability to react (response time), and ability to destroy targets. How survivable are the tactics and aircraft (EW/ECM), and can they prosecute attacks with relative impunity? What range of targets can they attack and how many can they prosecute on a given time-scale? 3 The size and proficiency of the force also contributes to deterrence. This includes the number of platforms, weapons stocks, level of technology, logistic support, morale, C4I, and training levels of personnel.
Credibility is simply about the aggressor's perception of a nation's commitment to use the force it possesses. 4 How has the country historically reacted to crisis and to what level does it have public support? Does it posses the means to back up its policies and rhetoric? One can also look at the country's involvement in regional exercises and gauge its resolve, level of commitment and capability.
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Credibility and Unilateral Response
Is possessing a small force of fighters logical? How does a nation with a small number of platforms hope to provide a credible unilateral response? Does a strategic interdiction air campaign require the resources beyond those of small nations? The answers lie in the country's objectives. Obviously, a strategic air campaign on the scale of the Gulf War is not possible but strategic interdiction to achieve limited objectives is. 6 What approach can a small nation take that might maximize the impact on the battlefield?
It is simply a matter of scale. A country such as Australia could not hope to inflict the damage of the air campaign in operation DESERT STORM but could carry out a raid such as that OPERATION BABYLON or EL DORADO CANYON.
7
Some small nations might well see their response lying purely in DCA in the hope of exacting a sufficient cost on the enemy to force them to stop attacking.
Strategic Air Campaigns
According to Pape, coercion, -at least in conventional wars, succeeds when force is used to exploit the opponent's military vulnerabilities, thereby making it infeasible for the opponent to achieve his political goals by continued military efforts". 8 Coercion seeks to influence another state's decision making-specifically by forcing them into performing a cost/benefit analysis. 9 Coercion seeks to force the opponent to alter his behavior-hence they can be linked in practice. 10 If a small nation is to have a coercive affect on an opponent then targeting to achieve the desired level of coercion becomes allimportant. This does not focus on the application of airpower against specific targets, but the use of interdiction to generate strategic effect-in particular, the direct influence of critical decision makers.
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This is all very well in theory but there are some basic limitations inherent in small nations and the theories of strategic bombing itself. Strategic bombing, long the cornerstone of USAF doctrine, has yet to be proven independently decisive. Many strategic bombing advocates argue that it has been proven in WWII against Japan and the ROLLING THUNDER, DESERT STORM and ALLIED FORCE air campaigns.
However closer examination of these campaigns leaves many questions. Airpower champions tend to ignore other factors in these campaigns-e.g. the Russian invasion of China in WWII and its influence on Japan to surrender, the ground invasion in Iraq, and the loss of Russian support for Serbia in Kosovo. There is no doubt that airpower played a major part in these campaigns but it is better viewed as one means in a combined arms operation. Decisive yes, but from the point of view of ensuring the eventual outcome by enabling other forces or IOPs to be brought to bear.
Strategic targeting is still largely consistent with what came out of Air Corps Tactical
School (ACTS) in the 1930's, and Warden has built on this with -system" theory. Both maintain that any system can be paralyzed and fatally weakened by bombing. These theories make some bold assumptions. First they assume vital centers of gravity (COGs), and second, you are dealing with a rational actor that will capitulate when the situation appears hopeless. ACTS industrial web theory was based on the US and assumed an opponent is an industrially developed country. The futility of this has been seen in early LINEBACKER operations against an enemy with no industrial base and therefore no vital COGs. Further the interdiction of supply lines had little affect against the Vietcong, who did not rely on them.
The industrial web theory of the ACTS and Warden's -five-ring model" are based more on principled belief than on analysis. 12 There is no proof that airpower has affected a guerilla or -people's war," or indeed can. Moreover, even against developed countries vital organs can be replaced, historically bombing has increased the people's will to resist, and there is no proof that decapitation is effective, and if achieved it may well hinder conflict termination. Strategic bombing advocates tend to make unqualified calculated predictions on bombing effectiveness and tend to confuse target destruction with strategic objectives.
The implications for a small nation relying on a strategic bombing response to aggression are obvious. It places reliance on what is arguably an unproven theory. Even if one argues that strategic bombing has proven decisive in the past, no small nation has ever attempted it. A limited number of airframes are a major limiting factor, however precision targeting and weapons-one bomb, one target-have served to redefine concentration and mass. Parallel bombing campaigns are outside of the realm of a small air force but a campaign of limited scope for limited objectives could be sought, but it is a gamble.
One-off strikes are within the reach of small air forces but the deterrent value is lessened if the enemy is prepared for the next strike and believes it can attrite the attacker. Strategic campaigns are fraught with the risk of conducting strikes with limited intelligence (presuming no large power assistance), with limited platforms in an attempt to decapitate, punish, coerce, or deny the enemy. Strategic campaigns are best left to the US to plan and execute. One-off strikes are an available option but will they achieve the objective, and then what if they don't?
Defensive Counterair
A small nation may well see the role of its air combat forces as purely DCA. As a unilateral option is it more sound than a strategic bombing response but still difficult. To build an effective integrated air defense system is expensive. Medium powers such as
Iraq and the North Vietnam (with considerable Soviet assistance) have done it but it is probably prohibitive to the small nation without a significant capital outlay. It requires excellent C2 and ideally airborne early warning (AEW) to be effective. The possession of AEW means another aircraft and added expense. However even a small force of highly skilled pilots in modern fighters armed with the latest AAMs has a deterrent value.
Obviously the relative size of the attacker vs. the defender will be a major factor in the outcome. However an attacker, unless having a significant number of aircraft (simply overwhelming the opponent), will keenly feel the loss of any aircraft. He must gain air superiority and then prosecute an uncertain bombing campaign. Passive and active air defense measures will make this difficult and may be the best unilateral option for small
nations. An air combat arm entirely geared towards defense of the homeland does not preclude its ability to deploy and integrate into a combined operation if the opportunity presents itself.
Pitfalls of Unilateral Response
There are a number of potential pitfalls with operating a small fleet of sophisticated fighters geared to unilateral response; the risks involved are five-fold: counters to stealth, effectiveness of strategic interdiction, cost, C4I support, and attrition.
First, there is no guarantee that sometime in the future technology will not be readily available that will counter stealth aircraft. There is already indication that countries such as China are experimenting with low-frequency radar and other technologies to detect stealth aircraft. These measures are meeting some success, albeit limited, but will likely improve. However it is quite another matter to engage an aircraft like the F-22 even when you have found one. If technology now is only at the point that stealth can be detected, that does not automatically imply that they can be tracked. Even then SAM guidance must be developed against a fast moving, stealth platform that will be using advanced ECM.
The incorporation of stealth into an aircraft design can be regarded as a -one-shot" deal. If stealth does turn out to be easily countered in the near future then one is stuck with a 30-year, very expensive fighter that now has to rely on other factors for an advantage. The other major factor against stealth is that daylight is a great leveler. Are countries willing to risk an expensive stealth aircraft on a mission that involves the risk of visual acquisition?
Second, the employment and utility of strategic bombing is still contentious and beyond the capability of small air forces in anything other than one-off strikes.
Third, the cost of acquiring platforms capable of operating alone will be high. There are the benefits of operating a single type but there will be a significant initial capital outlay. The number of aircraft required (plus attrition airframes) will need to be carefully considered.
Fourth, the possession of effective C4I is outside of the means of all but the major powers. To operate outside of a coalition without a major power is to have an incomplete picture of the environment. Operation in increased -fog and friction" is to place valuable assets at risk.
Attrition and the ability of a small air force to take it are already limited. To place your faith in a few sophisticated airframes may be a one shot deal. There is no factoring unforeseen disaster such as a precautionary grounding due to safety concerns that may result in the loss of the air combat capability of the nation. Bearing in mind that a small nation will only be able to afford the minimum number of these sophisticated aircraft then the loss of just one will be felt.
Airpower and MOOTW
With MOOTW becoming the predominant operations it is worth examining the utility of airpower, especially as some governments struggle to see any contribution outside of ground forces. Fighter forces bring speed, lethality, and precision, and they have proven effective means of coercion in peace operations. In support of UN peace operations airpower has been tasked to deny the enemy use of the air, punish noncompliance, and provide a show of force to demonstrate resolve. 13 The resort to airpower to achieve -bloodless" victories is becoming the dictum of today's political environment.
DELIBERATE FORCE forced concessions from the Bosian Serb Army, and Kosovo saw the exclusive use of airpower to coerce Serbia. But political restrained airpower is often not fully employed leading to its greatly reduced effectiveness, however politicians demand minimum violence and precision engagement, and the aircraft is the tool of choice. 14 Collateral damage and casualty avoidance is paramount and only precision engagement from the air (for the time being) will achieve this.
In MOOTW, the use of violence is limited and airpower can only be expected to achieve limited aims. Airpower has never singularly achieved victory in any war and thus far has failed to achieve the desired end-state in either Iraq or the Balkans. apply maximum force to an objective with minimum risk of domestic political fallout and collateral damage. 16 Airpower can be employed with apparent autonomy and it can be decisive in that it could assure the eventual outcome. 17 Small nations can benefit in many ways by offering fighter forces for coalition peace operations.
A good example would be the decision by a small nation as to what force contribution it will provide to a coalition. As part of the coalition operations in Bosnia under the UN, New Zealand (NZ) deployed approximately 500 soldiers into BosniaHerzegovina. These soldiers were in harm's way 24 hours a day and NZ was faced with the problem of deploying and supporting 500 men in theatre. As an alternative, if we had deployed an A-4 Skyhawk squadron to Italy it would involve 10 aircraft (possibly 6), approximately 130 personnel living out of harms way, and only a few pilots placed at risk over the AO. Fewer people to support in theatre, hugely reduced risk of casualties, and a highly visible contribution to the coalition (fighters are obvious, 500 men in green among 10,000 others dressed in green is less so). I do not mean to sound facetious or belittle the equally important contribution made by ground forces to MOOTW, however the air option is too often overlooked by some countries in favor of risky commitment of ground troops.
Chapter 4 Conclusions
We drop bombs. We kill people and break their stuff.
-General Ron Fogelman
The times of two nations armed forces lining up against each other as seen in Iraq may be past, but the world is still an uncertain place due to the presence of rouge nations and intrastate conflict. The small nation must be ready to meet the challenges of the future and possess meaningful, credible defense forces for either unilateral self-defense or participation in combined operations. Air combat forces provide the most precise, flexible, rapid, and lethal response for military contingencies. The move toward low intensity conflict and MOOTW provide challenges for air combat power but fighter forces have a place. They are often seen as an efficient solution to achieve national of coalition objectives. They are perceived, rightly or wrongly, to provide precision (minimum collateral damage), and lower risk of casualties. They have been used to coerce, destroy and deny the enemy, and will continue to do so as long as the manned fighter is with us.
The size of small nations imposes severe limitations on what they can and cannot do.
One-off strikes are possible but the ability to mount a sustained air campaign and to gain and maintain control of the AO is beyond the means of a small or even medium power. 
